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recommended changes. This memo is,submined to 
^” 

Pharmacovigilance acti<ities. . 
ideptib specific concerns relevant to Post-Marketing 

First, we agree with the recommended changes concernin; identifiable $A&. so&e coGpan& have 
been known to use a variety of tactics to limit‘their’r@&ting’ responsi&ities, e.g. exclud& events 
compatible with the patient’s past medical history; expanding labeled kve,$s by using a variety of sections 
in the package insert; making discretionary or arbitrary assessments of event severity or specificity; and 
aligning verbatim terms to “synonymous” labeled events. %ie 1% c& &*dn describing the various , .“.,,“*. I* iv .;, .,A‘,“A&“r*L~.‘~ I”>. c ,“, 
methods of classification ;tilizea-fhro~g~oii~~~e industry. We commend FDA efforts to define 
reportability using a more cunservative (i.e. inclusive) approach, a philosophy to which we ascribe here at 
PPD. To provide additional guidance to industry, we suggest the following: 

1. Specify exact section(s) of the package inseti that should he cb&ideied’wh& cl&&fyi~g an 
event as ‘labeled’, in that considerable variatidn nbw exists th&$ghout the &dust+. For 
example, some app&ch “causal Yelbtionihii u&&i&’ & l&&d events dr &&s$~r a variety 
of package insert sections as labeled (e.g. class warning statements abpearing in the warnings 
and precautions sections). Without further de&i&, c&rip&&s Gill likely continue to broadly 
employ the package insert to limit their reporting responsibilities. 

2. Better define specificity and severity. For example, many companies may not consider a reported 
blood pressure of 220/110 to justify griater specificity or severity than the labeled event terms, 
“hypertension” or “increased blood pressure.” l%% c&es may continue to be un@reported, as 
companies are frequently reluctant to report events tkat may nega&ly Bffeci. Ijroduct labeling. 
Assessment of specificity is a problem throughout the industry iti that considerable:%scretion is 
given to the safety officer. Please define-with more exampies. The current regulatiqns do not 
offer sufficient guidance to address ambiguous cashes &‘a con&tent manner. 
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3. Lack of effect (LOQ presentsa parti&larly’di&&lt dhallenge~Certain “compa& r&u& LGF’ 
reports to only those instances that clearly involve a potency concern and/or a potential GMP 
issue; many events therefore go unreported. For example, a patient subpopuiation with a 
particular characteristic or underlying disease process may demonstrate relative resistance to the 
effects of a product, but’&& potency per se is not a stated concern, a report is not generated. 
The relationship may thus never be recognized. To address tl&sho&oming, term inology must 
be added to MedDRA to capture suboptimal drug response. For example: A critical care patient 
is treated with a pressor to raise mean arterial pressure, but the responsegrovides only a modest 
rise to 50 m m  Hg. The product is discontinued, and another product is used that effects a rise to 
75 m m  Hg, thus enabling adeq~a?e%su&ndorgan per&ion. Is LOE narrowly defined only as 
potency-related issues? Would this be,‘:&nsidereda LOR?:~Does:s:a report need to specifically state 
“LOE” before l%ig’donsidered reportable%?ie FDA need&o.d&ine LOE more precisely so all 
companies will be uniform  in their use of the term . Furthermore! FDA needs to better define 
situations where a medication may‘produce subo$mal results. For i-&&a&~ purposes,‘is LOE 
expected or unexpected? MedDRA already contains’codes such as. “drug ineffective;’ 
“inappropriate drug response,” “ therapeutic drug response unexpected,” and “drug ineffective for 
unapproved indication.” Many companies associate these codes with Lciri.‘k sp&ific iode 
needs to be incorporated for all drug responses that are not adequate (e.g. to sustain life, to ‘,‘, $4’ ‘C, :. 
eradicate bacterial or fungal infection, or to elevate blood*pressure sufficiently to ensure 
adequate tissue perfusion). Such events need to be captured for accuracy of surveillance; to do so 
requires that FDA make a specific determ ination’on standardized codes to adequately capture 
such events and offerproper guidande to industry via examples. 

4. Literature report guidance enables too much variability in what constitutes a reported SADR. 
Many companies utilize a procedure wherein the author of the’literature report must show direct 
attribution to the suspect medication. For example, a statement such as “twenty patients 
experienced symptom X post-operatively following use ofthe’product” may not necessarily 
constitute direct attribution. Additional attribution wo$d inc$de, substantiating comments such ‘ ,.” ,, ,-r_ h , i Y$ _ 
as, “The post-operative incidence of symptom X m  those patients who-received the product were 
increased nearly twofold relative to the control group:;“We suggest that the standard set by FDA 
for post-marketing spontaneous reports should also,apply to literature events. Furthermore, the 
guideline should give consideration to the age of the product. For example, for newly-approved 
products, all serious and nonseriousunexpected literature events would be reported, regardless of ‘.) ..-. a” /. ..,,s .a. 3** >,#a,. ._. j_ .,x, .~,;l”*r;; :**. ,+ ““iii-m  
whether the author di&tly attrihutksthe event to use of the product. For any product greater than 
5 years old, FDA m ight require that only se&us SADRs to be reported, regardless of author 
attribution. In addition,‘the concept cbuld be extended to periodic safety reports su‘ch that within 
the first 5 years of new product approval, all”literature reports would be submitted. Clearly, FDA 
needs to further define expectations for literature reporting; current regulations give companies 
too much discretion in identifying SADRs, thereby significantly lim iting reportable events. 

5. Many times SADR literature reportsidentify an “estimated number” of reported patients that 
experienced a particular event, in addition to the patients presented for discussion. For example, 
“an estimated additional 260 patients with symptom X were also seen at these instnutions:” This 
statement reflects additional reports that should be submitted to’FDA. The nar&ive~should, 
include the verbatim  of the’ additional reports (e.g. estimated additional 266 patien$~&$any 
companies rule out estimated numbers as not reportable~ based upon intemal~procedure~. It is 
requested that guidance be provided on the reporting of estimated numbers. 

6. “Active query” needs to be operationally defined. Active query provides the optimal approach 
when gathering information for an expedited report. Unfortunately, healthcare professionals are 
either 1)‘too busy to take time away from  their patients to provide additional information, or 
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2) reluctant to provide additional-information due to brivacy concerns and liability. 
Notwithstanding the fact that HIP~$&& ‘the transfer of clQ-rical information relevant to 
product safety reporting‘obligations, many physicians will likely conunue’to refuse release of 
information, in that most are not yet well ‘versedin the new patient privacy regulations. A few 
points to consider concerning the documentation of “active query” follow-up: Is a written 
summary that describes attempted follow-up efforts sufficient documentation? Concerns may 
arise on the adequacy of follow-up attempts, particularly for older multi-source products licensed 
to smaller companies. No proof can be providedthat a company has pursued active follow-up 
sufficient to meet FDA regulatjons (i.e., “your word against mine.“) We suggest t’ha$DA “’ 
consider development of a standard form that directs the release of medical information related 
to an SADR from a healthcare professional to a pharmaceutical manufacturer without fear of 
liability. This page couid readily be-faxed to the’hdalthcare i;rofessional with a‘$&$ letter that 
describes the initial reports and defines the rationale for <he*Factive query” reqiie& Additionally, 
this form might be utilized to request medical records. In the past, a consumer would sign a 
release form, and a copy was then forwarded to the physiciatios$tal with a cover letter ._ 
requesting additional information on a specific event. An FDA-sanctioned form would increase 
direct query dialogue and obviate the need for additional individual mailings:‘& this late stage, 
two direct mailings might be implemented, thus exhausting all reasonable ‘efforts to obtain 
additional information. 

7. Enhanced documentation of medication errors is another positive move toward protecting the 
safety of the consumer. FDA needs to provide specific guidanceby example on reportable 
medication errors, For example, a drug’dosage i’sindicated at .25 mg/kg, but the healthcare 
professional inadvertently injects 2.5 mg/kg. The chronologicalorder of events, treatment; and 
outcomes are documented, but the reporter provides no”acknowledgment of medication error. We 
expect that many medication errors.,will t&s go unreported, as fearof potential litigation will 
negatively impact disclosure of such events. Allo’wingcompanies‘to use discretion will 
undoubtedly limit these-reports in-that many comf;slnies will fail to submit unless the Ijhrase 
“medication error” is actually reported verbatim in the narrative. Companies need to be forced to 
report as medication errors alzy inadvertent events that-occur‘outside the labeled dosing and 
administration information. 

8. In reference to literature reports, FDA should consider making definitive recommendations on 
the frequency with which literature searches shouldbe performed. Specific gfiidanck on the 
choice of databases to be searched would also be extremely beneficial. Does FDA~coii’cur~i$th ‘. 
the recommendations of the CIOMS VWorking Group on the&issues? ’ 

9. Off-label medication use is an additional source of SADRs. Many companies have internal 
guidance that may limit submission as an expedited report because an event is labeled -- even C”̂  .‘<‘A_ (. 4‘ “’ X’ though the indication (or patient population) is not listed in the r’i;: : Report&&y for such events 
need to be qualified‘via~definition and example.If ii l&&&s used off-label, should SADRs be 
classifie,d. as unexpected, even though the reported event apnea& ‘in the’iiras an~ad?e%?ea$ion~ _( i- . 

Although the changes recommended by the FDA will clearly identify additional SADRs,‘the-processing 
of these identified reports wiii significantly impact the economics of each product such that corporations 
may look to pass through the additionai’expense to the conburner. Tlius,~t‘he end result ‘will incfude an 
increased burdened to our healthcare system. A universal system must be incorporated that utilizes a 
single form to collect additional information. ’ ” ’ ’ ‘. 

Active query will assist in the processing of serious reports, but will not enable complete cohection of _ ” 
information relative to a reported event. Most active queries will involve~~foll&&u~ with‘the’ initial‘ 
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reporter (e.g. pharmacist, physician, nurse, physician assistant). Most reportersare unfamiliar with 
information required by the regulatory agencies. Although the FDA has made the~tiedWa&‘?YJ~ readily 
available on the internet, most often reporters are uneducated as to what information needs to be 
submitted. Additionally, their time is limited; further 6ompromising the possibility of “acquiring initial or 
follow-up information. A form should ‘be developed and approv&i Iiy’PbA ‘t&it will”b6 &~~~i;~~& to‘ all hospita,s aiid”pga$ma’if&; gg &~$y&& ;-&+; ind to physicians,” off;e; with f~~.~~&~~~i~n 
of samples. All healthcare professionals \;;8%; %k<d to’%m$ete t& “for& briar to co&t&~he - .. 
manufacturer. This will ena~i~ riiore f~~~~~atfoii ~~ d;e‘~ollected during the initial ~~~~~~~~k;~~e;,~y 
phone or fax. Also, this form can be readily available as.a pd~dr;‘~~~~~~w~~~~~~~~~~~i~~~s’~~’~~irk‘ 
past, I can recall talking to a healthcare nrofessional in aneffort to g& add%%al information~conceming 
an event. Little information was obtained sintie the reporter was unaware of the information I wished to 
obtain or did not expect me to call. A simble form consisting~of a front and back ‘idemifyingthe relevant 
information in an orderly fashion will allow greater colledtion while ‘controlling the’ovemll cost of 
completing an investigation. Additionally, a‘%okm su~pi&t&it~d’by a l&ei’froti ~~~eG%%i~ig” “*i ,‘. h.LM.8 “W +:r..;,,.d, HIPAA and t~e’~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~~ta~~w~~i~~~~*~~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~~~ pFG~;+.siona,s and reduce 

misunderstandings surrounding ihe new guidelineir addthe release bf medic;1 infbri&ion. i copy . . r je,*, I_*. .:a,- s ,&A”:.* z gL.2: --ri. 
of this letter will accompany etichserious SADK for& T&‘not c$y’will’addrtronal mformatron be / ,” I_ / I -. II, *_ y c r*:+, %j .~‘ ..i*, __*,. .“. 
gathered on first contact, physicians will ‘be&%ie’more cii”iii”foi&ble with the release of medical 

. 
information through HIPAA kn”.\ji;ledgeI ,T~6siv&.veni. ;;g* ~clei;ly.i~-v~a; g-&;fl$..i+“~g;$>pd~~ .& & 

industry. The FDA will gain more itiformation c~~ckrnin~‘se~dus-S~~Rs, and’industry can ol%imize’ this. 
process to effectively utilize resources while maintaining’s product cost relative to the present pricing. We 
have attached a sample form below that can be readily incorporated into’the drug distribution network, 
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Date of Report: Product: Variant(e.g. 1.0 mg): Lot,#: Ty -~---.~~w~S Exp.. Date:-.” -“T~-.,wi’.~ 
Reporter Information: 
Name of Reporter: Telephone #: I Fax#: 1 / 
Address (include City, state, & zip code) ,._.. “L ,.__ ,wi,.. *.I*il ,,: r/ _“‘..i’ _,, “..< a~, 
Patient Information: 
Patient Initials: Address (city, state & zip cope) Gendey: [ Imale [ ] female 
Date of birth: figi: Weight: (lbs) Hei&:‘ (fi) (in) Ethnic Origin: 
Patient involved in Clinical Trial: CNo GYes Subject #: ’ ’ (_ $$q’#k 

,iin \-. 
P&to&o1 #: I,/,_ 

Concomitant Medical Products (inchide Rx, OTC;‘I%ta@, ‘Herbal and‘recickional dnigs. Please note’dkkei fikluency, duration and 
indication for use): 



I” ,I. ._ ;-. _” j -, j 

. :\_! Septemljer 193,.2003 i 

Suspected Adverse Drug ke@tipn (SADR) Details : ’ ,.c  /. i 
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The sample report form, combined with a letter from FDAthat mandates the collection of data, will undoubtedly 
lead to more efficient use of active query, while 

“, p,-* ‘z&r ,:-,ilnr ,.-, ” ,,*rr.: _** \*d ,,I :,, , ‘̂ ‘4*,.*... Il: <“e; ,.^-y ,r+- 
simultaneously providmg potential to limit additionalexpense to . ,,, ,. ._. .L.. 

industry that would most likely be passed to the consumer. Further;i;ore,‘a universal form would enable all 
pharmaceutical manufacturers to routinely gather coniparable and relevant information. ‘: 

FDA’s discussion of PSURs in the Tome provides no acknowledgement of ICH EiC’s concept of the international I ..,l*.i 
birthdate (IBD) as a means for harmonizing and synchroni~~~~~p~~~~~~ repo&to multiple regtilatoryagencies 
around the world. Instead, it appears that FDA continues to establish &i~iijn&f~~ periodic reports based solely on I, ma, i++*i .“a*; ̂:ew _, _I 
U.S. approval dates. It would be extremely help*%1 to globalcdmpames if FDA could aab~~“g’~~~Ct”inc~~si‘itk’and 
flexible approach to report scheduling based on the IBD. 1 

Additional items need to be addressed to provide parallel guidelines witithe EU and accepted PSiiR conventions. - ,,.~~~.,wi i+. “‘R‘.,. ‘*S< *“.?,A+ i.s** I< T 
Volume 9 of “Rules Governi~<?iTedicinbl ~~~d~ct~.~~-~~~~~~~~~un Unwon highhghts speditic’reporting intervals” 
and inclusions to these reports. Regarding PSURsubmission, volume 9 states,~~~SURS a%~noGially required to be 
prepared at 6-month intervals for the first two years folIovi;ng the’medic&l products authorization in-theEU, 
annually for 2 years at the‘fnst renewal, and then 5-yearly at renewal thereafter? Furthermore, ‘brdinarily, all 
dosage forms and formulations, as well as indications for a’given pharmacologicaliy activesubstance for medicinal 
products authorized to one MAI3 may bicovered in o&Y&JR Within thesingle PSUR,‘sepaGte presentations of 
data for different dosage forms, indications or populations (e:g children vs%lults) may be appropriate.” : 
Relative to periodic reports, it is of utmost concern that FDA’s proposed PSUR reporting schedule outlined in “the 
Tome” does not parallel EU guidance or recommendationsofCI[OMS ‘V~Working Group: “l%oiigh’phaririaceutical , “._- >.-;-“‘3. -+>:Y,.*. : 
manufacturers will not likely admit to “pa%ng threu~l?’ thecost of productton of frequent PSURs with customized appendices, the vacabi*ity of nationa*.req~{~~~&~~ wi*l”‘~~~$““~f~dii; icg$F ~~+&J~~~f gi$e;bei‘&at G;*f iil;ely’& 

paid with pharmaceutical price increases. 

A review of Periodic Safety Reports for products approved before January 1, 1998 wouSd require a report to be 
submitted every 5 years after US. application ap~~~~~l:‘Pei~d;llic~sa~etjr reports for products‘8pproired after January - .<-_* *a~,, r , ,“, *., j ., 
1, 1998 would require report submission semi~ari&aily‘ forthe first 2 years, annually. for the next jyears, and every 
5 years thereafter. Additionally ‘notedis’ the ‘guidance to provide r@$t&““i:j years and 12.5 years. br contrast to the 
recommended U.S. reporting.schedule; Volume 9’6f %Je~ ‘(=bi&z~n~~~~icin~l P&duck jn thb‘&&?peak Union ” .r I, ,,_ _ ) 
describe PSUR reporting as semi-annually for the first 2 years after medic,inal product a&ori&&oninthe EU, 
annually for 2 years at the first ‘renewtilt and every 5 years thereafter I-. which coincide with ‘@aMSir, guidance. 
The complexity arises with older prodncts not-approved through centralized er m&d recognition procedures. I. ,-. ,* . A, I ,( __a .I jx “.*‘> .s*“,“i .‘,. _~ .II ,.. ^. 
Without cooperation of the various~regulatory bodies to enablealignmem’of’the mtemational birth date globally, 
companies will continue to be burdened by the‘inabilityto @-&ronize reporting schedules. Ad&t&&y, US. 
reports at 7.5 and 12.5 years are not alignedwith the overall reporting schediile’set~foi%by &eEU$nd their 
production will incur expenses that may not bejustified For example, a product that has been onthe market prior to 
1998 has undoubtedly demonstrated a safety profile that enabled% c%inued ava&bili~: ~ost,?fno{all, safety .* . . . I_ ;j-.. COnCemS would have presented^them~elves.previbdsly; ki~~~~~~~~~l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~f~re fanuary 1, 1gg8 have 

^I ^,, .,... (1,,, ,_? s “.,. 
proven their safety profile, companies continue their’revieii;of the safety reports as receivedXxclu&ng certain dmg categories (e.g. antibiotics), minima* add~~ibn~* ~owIe~ge’;i;; ia~~~~i~~rif~~~t~~~ ~~i*‘~~~g~~~rated for such 

products by providing additional reports at 7.s‘and‘l2.5’yea%1 These rep& represent an additional burden that 
cannot be justified; this burden will be expensed in some for&r related ‘to the product. &tLpothetically, additional 
expenses could influence a company to withdraw an NDA &%&&es where the burden for’contimied product ._, ,,i”,L~,‘r *+b”‘--*:.~* :&#q@& availability exceeds the reduced ti&gi;;proir;Jia by the oTder pro~uct.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t~~~~w . 

medications released in the past5 years provide additional rt;en~~~~not’;~~~~.~~t~“~I~~~‘mark~tea-produc~~, removai ‘ -q,, ,~“u*’ ,iar ,,., ‘I+%*,, ,.. :‘“i”( r”.,*.~.,~~~..~,~ly _I 
of older products with proven safety pr~~~es;~~~-i~~~to~~~~~~~ant mcreases m health costs. A consumer forced to change his medication a*er 7 to, 1o years,,d..e ~6.&&-&-~~~i~~G6 crifi;: p;-&gct.Kiyigim$% ;;~~~;;~~l~~~~~~~i~~~~., ” <. - 

prescription costs for newer alternative products, adverse events not previously experienced byme cbnsumer,.“d i 
even potential hospitalization: Ai% the addi‘tio;;al”;~~o;tsg~~~~at~d at theY~5 and l2.‘5year‘inter&ls valuable enough‘ 
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Sep‘tember 29, 200‘3 
to warrant possible discontinuation of availability or increase in events related to medidation’changes? As we try to 
provide the most comprehensive compilation of safety info&&on toprotect”the publi6; one .must realize that such 
actions can ultimately lead to potential consumer harm. 

. 
A review of the expected content of the PSUR’ as butlined by t&~&U a&l ‘CIC&IS V ‘in&d~the following 
sections/discussions: 

. 

. 
a 
a 
. 
l 

a 

a 

. 

. 

. 

l 

l 

. 

a 

. 

a 

. 

Introduction 
World-wide marketing authoriiation (MA) 
Regulatory or MA Actions for-safety reasons 
Changes to reference safety information 
Patient exposure 
Presentation of individual case histdries 

I 

Cases presented as line listings 
Presentation of line listings 
Summary tabulations 
MA analysis of individual case histories 
Studies 
Newly analyzed studies 
Targeted new safety studies 
Published studies 
Efficacy related information 
Late-breaking information 
Overall safety evaluation 
Conclusion 

The “Tbme” provides guidance to U.S. manufacturers for additional information to be includeb in appendices to the 
PSUR, despite the fact that EU has no such i-eiuirement. S~p~lem~~tal’in~~~~~i~~-~~~~~t~~~.~~ PDA in&des: _ ’ ,* __, /. 1. ” ._ II -.-9 _, * 

. 

. 

0 

l 

a 

a 

e 

a 

a 

a 

a 

Summary tabulations to include reports from poison control centers and epidemiological data bases. D~sscussion (compared to a line listing) of no~cliefc~l, ,Cllz;ii~~~~~~~~l~~~~~~~~i~~i “;&“&-&<~~~fii~g 

important safety information. 
Company core data sheet based upon next reporting period (EU based upon start of reporting period) 
Consumer reports including serious SADRs, nonserious~S%%s~ &mulative non-heaithcare professional j. -ii,-,*,, ii *.;.Is,.~.,4.i ,/, 
data for serious unlisted and discussion of imp&on dverail~safe~*Suinmary table of spontaneous listed 
and unlisted reports with unknown outcome and discussion 
Class action lawsuits summary table of serious and nonserious, and listed and unlisted cases with 
discussion 

_ 

Lack of efficacy reports with assessment as compared to clinical trials and addressed associated to ADRs 
Medication error reports with summary tabulation of all domestic reports indluding” zrctual meclic‘atiori error 
for serious, nonserious, no ADRs and potential medi&&%i errors-with discussion o,f overall safety impact. 
Resistance to antimicrobial drug products including~ in vitro susceptibility relationship of change to clinical 
outcome, therapeutic failure possibly die to resistan&, arYd‘di%%ssions upon revisibn‘to ,U.S. labeling. 
U.S. Patient exposure inform&ion to include estimate of patien$~av&age dose, length of treatment, or bulk. 
sales with an explanation/justification of patient days &prescriptions detaiiing’the method used to estimate. 
Location of safety records including addresses. 
Contact physician including name, phone, fax number and en&of iicensed‘ physician and medical 
interpretation. 
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As previously mentioned during the discussion of repdrting;~c~~~~~~s~~~~~- &iditional app‘indices may greatly As previously mentioned during the discussion of repdrting;~c~~~~~~s~~~~~- &iditional app‘indices may greatly 
influence a company’s decision to continue‘manuf&iire of older products. To prevent overburden and ease of influence a company’s decision to continue‘manuf&iire of older products. To prevent overburden and ease of 
compliance, the FDA should work toward a guidance thatbetter hai%onizes with %l%XXSV &ii tlik$U. compliance, the FDA should work toward a guidance thatbetter hai%onizes with %l%XXSV &ii tlik$U. ” ” 

A review of the requested appendiceal information provides insight for discussion: 

l Clinical studies as highlighted in the “Tome” dould be misinterpreted during revieiv as complete account of 
the information may not be readily available to provide’an’educated’summary. Thus mistakes could. 
jeopardize the consumer’s safety. Siiformation’should initi~l~yl;;k’~e~o~~~,~~,F”DA;‘and any follow-up by 1 ;_. ?,a ) j ,.w,,. I C(.M ‘.- i FDA should be reported”b~~~~b‘~~e’company. ( ii **“. 

l To align with CIOMSVand EU pharmaceutical companies should be directed~to use the company core 
data sheet that was actively referenced at the beginning’of the reporting period.U&ing a core data sheet 
that has been updated during areporting period will force revieui; of”allprevious reports up to.the’date 
changes occurred in the core data shee<“This’revieSi;: %ll’incur ad%dburden not’only ujith individual case ’ 
review, but also in editorial review of the’line”listirigs.’ ‘. 

r.lr,,,:,:.r*- _, I_ / -, ” 

l Although we agree with the reporting of non-healthcare unconfmned and unlisted’reports~,~incompleie _ .-.,, j ” ,,___ ~.:,a,, /d&i.. -i ” , “*&a4 .-ircr% -*i- A*ar~~~nL ~“..+z~ information will influence theaccuracy of complete review and should be hmite8 to: 
1. 

. . .._. _;_, ,_,*_r_ -, ^.__( i 
The frequency as related to potential safety signals. 

2. Reporting unconfirmed reports in the first 5 years of availability. Zong~teiincoll’ection of -’ 
unconfirmed reports may not be warranted if the product has a proven safety profile. Certain ^-- _- __,““l, ,__,;/, 
exceptions may occur, e.g. a product with an associateFs~~~~s’~vent that warrant”s~ongo~ngl‘~ver 
function tests or antibiotics that may 

,. I /.__ ._._ x_* -.sF~*., ._. ..“_ ,. , 
develop a pattern of reslstanc~‘s~~ul~6~‘~~~eif to continue 

unconfirmed reports as related to the specific safetypro$le in question. ‘For example, changes in 
liver function tests would continue tobe monitoreir,‘bui”dni~repb~kil‘-~~a* fmquency increase‘or 
expedited report. Sirnil~rly;‘gnti~iidti~i~~~~ tiould’be-based upon a documented increased 
resistance pattern. 

.- 

l Inclusion of class action lawsuits as requested by FDA Will provide little to no additional benefit:” As we are 
all well aware, upon publicbroadcast of a potent&l Safety issue by me news mid&~, at&%$ ‘tend to take ’ 
advantage of the situation to solicit reports of harm from ciientswi’liing‘to “sign on the’doned line.” 
CIOMS V identifies these reports’& “solicited,” a$ uridkr prese;;i~Xgui^d~~ce,-~oi;ljl s&u~ hnd 
unexpected reports are to be submitted. Furthermore, many la%Gits identify events unrelated to the specific 
safety issue, but continue to be captured in a safety database only’to be readily discounted upon receipt of 
medical records from the attorney, usually 6 to 12’months after initial’avvareness. In summary, this 
questionable info&nation~~ill increase’$ioise’ ‘in the * ___*-.,I*_1~ 

safety database and ~~bst~n~~~ly’c’l;~~ound the 
generation of potential signals. Companies should ‘be expected only to comment on serious unexpected .._. “_ “I . _ 
cases confirmed by medical records, and this com$ent&y should be captured in the section of the PSUR 
relevant to that review. 

I 

l Lack of efficacy (LOE) reports originating from review of clinical trials~provides I’fffe’or no relevant safety 
information, as clinical trials occur inan artificial environment ‘that controls every aspect of the patienfi ” >,,< .‘““irr(,x.m .A,?,, lii”vlx” * ,~.~m*&.,i ,%%+ 
subject interaction (e.g.medical history,’ concot-&& medications rnc!~~?ng,,~~~~s,~~~ng schedule, and at times, ethnicity. In th.real’~;~lJ,~ a~dfiiitron~~~~~~~~~ll~~ -;-.y; Eieatly lnfluence LOE‘~;~ports* 
Discussions shou*d thus be basea -&.$ y.+ -$& &~~~.-~‘$w-g po$t-&wket’ safety s&eillance. 

* ,While we agree with thk s;;eir~a~ce”~~d”c~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ;;;;skiitailion shbtild be 

part of the existing line listings i&h ‘adiscussion offhe over~l‘l saf%y’impact provided during the overall 
safety evaluation. Additionally, while’the ‘line listing shouldinchide all reports classified%‘ serious; ‘the ” 
commentary might indicate a numeric value for reports identified as nonserious. Furthermore; the 
commentary should discuss the significance ofnonserious events, whileprkse;;t~ng’pirt~~:f~af‘plans of action 
related to the total medication errors reported (e.g.‘label ‘~han~es;‘~~“~~~~~~~n, c&Gumer education; or 
continued monthly review of data to determine further action). ” 

I (_. , “_ ?,_ _” “-/ 
o Resistance to mtimi.rdbyil .;dr;g’r;;;u-& :-- .” c, 1), n ‘$“’ ,1;“., ‘> _ 1.. . , ._ ._ ‘. .I .,,.. ./,, 

mcludmg zn vztro susceptibility and therapeutic failure -- 
should be included in the overall linelistings and not in separate appendices. This; too, ‘should be addressed 
as described in the surveillance of A&dicationEr&. 

. _. 

* U.S. patient exposure information (including’estimates of patient populations, average dose, duration of 
treatment, or bulk sales) should be part of the patient exposure section of the PSU$. Upon presentation the 
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global use should be provided first to enable comparison of tliese’numbers to the values available in the , ,_I .a/,, -);h”n Q -;* ,: ” : “*a% . . “.*. ,,, U.S. It is here that SADRsitiiaysho6 greater “i&%iicy to the U.S and iequrre additional revie% to ascertain 
reasons for the observed increase (e.g. prescribing errors, lack of consumer/ HCP edutiation). 

l Location of safety records -- hcludi.g ad&esses $hd p&jrsician .&fact cf;--ihg L:;Kou*d ps;raflel 

guidelines set forth by the European Medicines Evaluation Agen&y (EMEA) in volume 9 @age 58) of the ~. ~/, ,;/._ rules governing medicinal products and CIOMS V~~JVe see no advantage for rep&ing this infortnation in a 
separate appendix when the informationis identified on”page?‘asname and coma& details of the qualified 
person responsible for pharmacovigilance. This page may also include the data lock point of the next ‘i*,ll, y” .,.I au ‘,“,***“,. >*I. _^*(.a (” ““., report, the marketing authorization holder’s name%%$address, hst of serial numbers, and” distribution list. ’ 

In summary, PPD welcomes FDA proposed changes as presented in the ‘Tome,’ but requests additional constructive 
guidance in specific problematid areas that remain ambiguous. On&e implemented, it is clear th2” the revised regulations 
will offer a substantial positive impact on publid safety..Additionally, further aggressive actions to collect data (i.e. the 
previously-described universal SADR‘foi$ may reduce the finan% impact of implement&on % iile simultaneously 
promoting efficiency in the collection of data. _A i. ” ,I .., . 
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